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Abstract
This paper proposes an optimisation-based framework to tackle long-term centralised planning problems of
multi-sector, integrated energy systems including electricity, hydrogen, natural gas, synthetic methane and
carbon dioxide. The model selects and sizes the set of power generation, energy conversion and storage as
well as carbon capture technologies minimising the cost of supplying energy demand in the form of electricity,
hydrogen, natural gas or synthetic methane across the power, heating, transportation and industry sectors
whilst accounting for policy drivers, such as energy independence, carbon emissions reductions targets, or
support schemes. The usefulness of the model is illustrated in a case study evaluating the potential of sector
coupling via power-to-gas and carbon capture technologies to achieve deep decarbonisation targets in the
Belgian context. Results, on the one hand, indicate that power-to-gas can only play a minor supporting
role in cross-sector decarbonisation strategies in Belgium, as electrolysis plants are generally deployed in
moderate quantities whilst methanation plants do not appear in any studied scenario. On the other hand,
given the limited renewable potential, post-combustion and direct air carbon capture technologies clearly
play an enabling role in any decarbonisation strategy.
Keywords: Power-to-gas, gas storage, integrated energy systems, optimal system planning, hydrogen
integration, carbon capture.

1. Introduction
The effective integration of energy systems relying on different vectors is envisioned to hold great promise
for better integrating renewable energy sources into energy systems and achieving deep decarbonisation
objectives [1].
On the one hand, the very large-scale deployment of renewable energy technologies for electricity generation usually leads to large amounts of curtailed electricity [2] and an accrued need for short and long-term
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storage capacities in the power system to balance volatile as well as seasonal renewable production patterns.
As no electrical, electrochemical, thermal or mechanical storage options (besides perhaps pumped-storage
hydroelectricity) currently offer cheap, grid-scale, long-term storage, and given the fact that in some regions,
very large-scale gas storage facilities are available for low-cost, long-term storage, power-to-gas technologies
have been proposed as a complement to standard power generation and storage technologies [3], [4]. On
the other hand, in order to significantly reduce carbon dioxide emissions, sectors such as heating, transportation and industry should also be supplied with low-carbon energy. In this respect, synthetic fuels
produced through an integrated power-to-gas chain including electrolysis and methanation processes are
also envisioned to play a role [5], [6].
Against this backdrop, this paper proposes a framework to tackle long-term centralised planning problems
of integrated energy systems coupling four carriers and a commodity, namely electricity, hydrogen, natural
gas, methane and carbon dioxide. The capacities of power generation, energy conversion as well as short
and long-term storage technologies are sized to minimise the cost of supplying energy demands in the form
of electricity, hydrogen, and natural gas across the power, heating, transportation and industry sectors.
Policy drivers such as energy security and independence, carbon dioxide emissions quotas and support
schemes for selected technologies are also accounted for. Moreover, a wide range of technological options
is considered, including solar photovoltaic panels, on/offshore wind turbines, open and combined cycle gas
turbines, combined heat and power, waste, biomass and nuclear power plants, electrolysis, methanation,
steam methane reforming, direct air and post-combustion carbon capture units, as well as battery, pumpedhydro, carbon dioxide, hydrogen and natural gas storage.
The problem is formulated as a Linear optimisation Program (LP) assuming perfect foresight over the
optimisation horizon and perfect competition, with high degrees of temporal and techno-economic detail
to accurately represent power system operation under high renewable penetration [7]. Investment decisions
are made at the initial time instant and no discounting of future money flows is performed. Moreover,
an optimisation horizon of five years with investment costs reduced to five-year equivalents is used to
approximate the problem over the full planning horizon of twenty years, thus reducing the computational
burden. The planning and operational problems are solved concurrently, thereby yielding optimal sizes and
operational schedules for all technologies. Finally, the framework is applied to the Belgian energy system
in order to explore future configurations leading to substantial carbon dioxide emissions reductions across
sectors.
The remainder of this paper is organised as follows. Section 2 reviews related works on the operation
and planning of integrated energy systems, and highlights the areas to which the present paper contributes.
Section 3 describes the optimisation formulation proposed, and a case study exploring configurations of the
future Belgian energy system is presented in section 4. Finally, section 5 concludes the paper and future
work avenues are discussed.
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2. Related Works
The topic of integrated energy systems has recently received considerable attention in the academic
literature [8]. Early contributions include Bakken et al. [9], Geidl et al. [10] and Mancarella et al. [11],
which focus on planning, operational and economic aspects of integrated energy systems, respectively. These
themes have since developed into key areas of integrated energy systems research. In this section, relevant
studies considering the operation of integrated energy systems are briefly reviewed before planning problems
and models of interest are discussed.
In particular, the operational challenges and opportunities arising from the coupling of the electricity
and natural gas systems have been the focus of several papers [3], [12], [13], [14], [15], [16], [17], [18], [19],
[20], [21], [22], [23]. More precisely, the coupling of electricity and gas systems via gas-fired power plants has
been investigated in [12], [13], [14], [15], [16], [17], [18], [22], [23], which consider the impact of scheduling
strategies and carrier physics on the reliability and performance of coupled systems. Furthermore, the effect
of system coupling via power-to-gas technologies on system operations has been analysed by Belderbos [3],
Clegg [19], Qadrdan [20] and Li [21]. The operational consequences of shifting some of the heat demand
from gas to electricity for both networks have also been studied by Qadrdan [24].
Though studying the operation of integrated energy systems allows to better understand opportunities
and challenges stemming from the integration of different carriers, it falls short of indicating how key system
components, especially energy transmission, conversion and storage technologies, should be designed to
realise the full potential of system integration. Hence, such analyses must be complemented with (longterm) planning studies, which are reviewed next.
Building upon the energy hub concept introduced by Geidl et al. [10], the same authors propose a
framework to tackle integrated energy hub operation and layout problems including storage elements [25].
Though suitable for power generation, energy conversion and storage technology selection, the method does
not identify optimal sizes for the selected technologies and relies on a nonlinear, nonconvex optimisation
problem, thus proving impractical for long planning horizons. In [26], the authors investigate the deployment of batteries, power-to-gas (producing synthetic methane directly) and seasonal storage to complement
standard dispatchable and renewable-based power generation technologies, though model details are not
given. An updated model, based on a LP formulation and including hydrogen and carbon dioxide carriers,
is presented in [3] but only considers the power sector and a yearly planning horizon. An explicit treatment of
the long-term storage problem is made by Gabrielli et al. [27], where a methodology is introduced to reduce
the computational burden of planning problems including such technologies, handled via a mixed-integer
linear programming formulation. A yearly optimisation horizon is considered, which limits design robustness with respect to yearly weather variations. In [28], [29], [30], [14], [31], [32], and [33], variations on the
joint expansion planning problem of electricity and gas systems are tackled, for instance including random
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outages and uncertain electricity load forecasts [28], endogenous nodal gas price formation mechanisms [14],
uncertain active and reactive power demands in electricity distribution systems [30], the possibility to build
electricity storage [32] or power-to-gas as well as reliability criteria [33]. Such problems are computationallychallenging, and the temporal resolution used is generally low. The computational complexity is further
reduced by the use of convex relaxations [14], low spatial resolution [29] and decomposition methods [28],
[30], [31], [32], [33]. Despite providing highly valuable insight into how the operation of integrated energy
systems influences their design, and partly owing to computational limitations, these studies do not consider
the sizing of renewable-based power generation technologies, focus on two carriers and sectors only, and generally fail to assess the environmental merits of the resulting system designs, e.g. in terms of carbon dioxide
emissions reductions. Finally, [4], [6], [34], [35] have investigated the energy and technology mix which would
be needed to achieve deep decarbonisation goals in different geographical regions. In particular, in [4] the
amount of energy storage in the form of battery, high-temperature thermal and gas (methane) storage that
would be required to power the global electricity demand with 100% renewable energy is assessed. A LP
formulation is invoked but not presented, which makes results interpretation difficult. In [6] and [34], Brown
et al. provide a comprehensive power system planning model including hydrogen and synthetic methane energy carriers and also considering transportation and heating sectors. The model is spatially and temporally
resolved and also includes policy constraints in the form of a carbon dioxide emissions budget. However, an
optimisation horizon of a single year and a restricted set of technologies are considered, whilst the industry
sector is not accounted for. In [35], the energy system design which would lead to a zero carbon system in
Southeast Europe is studied via the ENERGYPLAN model. The latter is not spatially resolved, whereas
the optimisation horizon only spans a year and has hourly resolution.
In summary, building upon our previous work [36], this paper adds to the literature on the planning
of integrated energy systems i) by providing a detailed, highly interpretable and computationally efficient
long-term, multi-sector, integrated energy system model along with an open-source Python implementation
and comprehensive data resources [37] ii) by reporting on a case study focussing on a realistic energy system
and quantifying the extent to which power-to-gas technologies and sector coupling may help achieve deep
decarbonisation goals.

3. Problem Statement & Formulation
In this section, the planning problem is stated, the scope of the model is described along with a set of
modelling assumptions, before a mathematical formulation is proposed.
3.1. Problem Statement
This paper focuses on the long-term planning of multi-sector, integrated energy systems featuring power
generation, energy conversion and storage assets, with a view to identify cost-optimal energy system con4

figurations capable of supplying energy demand across sectors in the form of different energy vectors whilst
satisfying a set of pre-specified technical and regulatory constraints, e.g. adequacy, reliability or environmental performance targets.
In its full complexity, this problem involves i) all major existing and promising energy vectors ii) all
sectors of the economy iii) a detailed spatial representation of the energy system iv) a multi-scale time
horizon combining long-term, discrete investment decisions with short-term operational ones, v) an accurate
description of the physics and control systems of underlying carrier networks, vi) an accurate representation
of generation, conversion and storage technologies to the plant level vii) short- and long-run uncertainty.
From a practical perspective, considering all aforementioned features simultaneously obviously results in
an intractable model. Hence, choices must be made depending on the scope and intended use of the model,
as discussed next.
3.2. Model Scope
In this paper, the emphasis is put on formulating a multi-sector, integrated energy system model with
high interpretability and very good tractability. More precisely, a model is sought that allows to quickly
evaluate how technology options, policy choices, cost or technical performance assumptions impact energy
system design and energy carrier flow patterns. As this paper focusses particularly on the role and integration
of RES, power-to-gas, carbon capture and storage (also seasonal storage) technologies, key model attributes
include a multi-year planning horizon with high temporal resolution, a high level of techno-economic detail
and a wide range of technology options, carriers and sectors. Key simplifying assumptions are reviewed
next.
3.3. Modelling Assumptions
Centralised Planning. Investment decisions are made by a central planner, who also operates the energy
system, and whose goal is to minimise the cost of supplying energy demand across sectors in the form of
various energy vectors.
Investment & Operational Decisions. A single, multi-year investment horizon is considered. Investment
decisions are made at the beginning of the time horizon and assets are immediately available. Operational
decisions are made at hourly or sub-hourly time steps of the investment horizon. The investment and
operational problems are solved simultaneously.
Spatial Aggregation. The energy system is shrunk to a single node, and the physics of energy carrier networks
is reduced to a single nodal balance equation.
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Perfect Foresight & Knowledge. The central planner has perfect foresight and knowledge, that is, future
weather and load patterns, as well as all technical and economic parameters are known with certainty. In
other words, no uncertainty of any nature is considered.
Linearity of Technology Models. All technologies and individual plants are represented via linear inputoutput mathematical models, i.e. conversion and storage processes are described in energy terms, and
the inherently nonlinear and nonconvex relationships representing these processes are replaced by linear
approximations. Input or output dynamics are considered for some technologies, but only storage technologies have a simple state space representation. Given the multi-year time horizon, fine temporal resolution,
high number of technological options and high number of carriers considered, directly introducing nonlinear
or nonconvex technology models would greatly complicate and slow the solution procedure, or make the
problem intractable altogether.
3.4. Model Formulation
3.4.1. Technologies
In the sequel, for the sake of clarity, technology models are presented in a generic fashion. Depending
on the application, they may be used to describe individual plants or technology classes, and instantiated
accordingly. It is worth emphasising that no assumption pertaining to the aggregation of individual plants
into technology classes is made nor required to formulate the model.
Noncontrollable Renewable Technologies. A set PR = {PV, Won , Wof f } of noncontrollable, renewable-based
power generation technologies is considered, including solar PV, onshore and offshore wind turbines. The
constraints describing the operation and sizing and costs of these technologies can be expressed as


p
p
PE,t
≤ πtp κp0 + KE
, ∀t ∈ T , ∀p ∈ PR ,
p
≤ κpmax , ∀p ∈ PR ,
KE

(1)
(2)

while investment and operating costs write as


X
p
p
C p = ζ p + θfp KE
+
θvp PE,t
δt, ∀p ∈ PR .

(3)

t∈T

Eq. (1) describes the power generation from RES plants and their sizing, where an inequality has been
used to allow for curtailment. Eq. (2) expresses the fact that the renewable potential is finite within the
boundaries of the system of interest. Eq. (3) gives the basic cost structure for investing in and operating
RES, including CAPEX, FOM VOM costs. FOM costs represent the capacity-based part of operating costs,
whereas VOM costs represent the fraction of operating costs dependent upon the amount of power produced.
This structure is applicable to most technologies discussed in this paper, and exclude fuel costs and CO2
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emissions levies. Finally, it is worth mentioning that curtailment is not penalised, as curtailed production
has already been indirectly paid for through investment and operating expenses, and it would otherwise
provide an artificial incentive to build those technologies reducing it.
Dispatchable Technologies with Exogenous Fuels. A set PD = {BM, WS, NK} of dispatchable power generation technologies relying on exogenous fuels to produce electricity is considered, comprising biomass, waste,
and nuclear power plants. Constraints describing the operation and sizing of these technologies, ∀t ∈ T ,
write as
p
p
, ∀p ∈ PD ,
PE,t
≤ κp0 + KE
p
p
p
PE,t
− PE,t−1
≤ ∆p+ κp0 + KE
, ∀p ∈ PD ,
p
p
p
PE,t
− PE,t−1
≥ −∆p− κp0 + KE
, ∀p ∈ PD ,

p
p
µp κp0 + KE
≤ PE,t
, ∀p ∈ PD ,

(4)

p
QpCO2 ,t = ν p PE,t
/η p , p ∈ {BM, WS},

(8)

(5)
(6)
(7)

whereas the costs can be expressed as
Cfpuel =

X

p
θfpuel PE,t
δt/η p , ∀p ∈ PD ,

(9)

t∈T
p
CCO
=
2

X

θCO2 QpCO2 ,t δt, ∀p ∈ {BM, WS}.

(10)

t∈T

Eq. (4) describes the sizing of dispatchable power generation technologies running on exogenous fuels.
The sizing variable is the output electrical power. Eqs. (5-6) describe ramping constraints (up and down,
respectively) on the electrical power output. Eq. (7) allows to enforce must-run constraints for selected
technologies. Eq. (8) gives the carbon dioxide mass flow generated by the operation of biomass and waste
power plants. Eqs. (9-10) provide an expression for fuel costs and costs incurred by technologies emitting
carbon dioxide, e.g. as a result of the implementation of a carbon tax or an emissions trading scheme. The
remainder of the costs can be expressed similarly as in Eq. (3).
Exchanges of Carriers and Commodities. Both imports and exports of carriers and commodities are envisaged. Let E = {E, NG, H2 }. Then, the equations describing the exchange of carriers and commodities,
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∀t ∈ T , write as
IE
I
E
Pe,t
= Pe,t
− Pe,t
, ∀e ∈ E,
I
E
QIE
CO2 ,t = QCO2 ,t − QCO2 ,t ,

(11)
(12)

IE
IE
−κIE
e,t ≤ Pe,t ≤ κe,t , ∀e ∈ E

(13)

IE
IE
−κIE
CO2 ,t ≤ QCO2 ,t ≤ κCO2 ,t ,
X
IE IE
CeIE =
θe,t
Pe,t δt, ∀e ∈ E

(14)
(15)

t∈T
IE
CCO
=
2

X

IE
θCO
QIE
CO2 ,t δt.
2 ,t

(16)

t∈T

Eq. (11) decomposes the net exchange of carriers into import and export variables. This decomposition is
warranted as import or export variables appear on their own in policy constraints. Eq. (12) defines the same
decomposition for carbon dioxide imports and exports. Ineqs. (13-14) express that the level of imports and
exports of carriers and commodities is constrained, and the maximum exchange capacity may vary in time.
Eqs. (15-16) describe the money flows resulting from the exchange of carriers and commodities, which may
represent revenues or costs.
Electrolysis Plants. Electrolysis plants produce hydrogen and oxygen from water using an electrical current.
The constraints describing their operation and sizing, ∀t ∈ T , write as
EL
EL
PH
= η EL PE,t
,
2 ,t

(17)

EL
EL
PE,t
≤ KE
,

(18)

EL
EL
µEL η EL KE
≤ PH
,
2 ,t

(19)

EL
Π H 2 O PH
2 ,t
,
ΠH2 κH2
EL
Π O 2 PH
2 ,t
.
= ρO2 /H2
ΠH2 κH2

QEL
H2 O,t = ρH2 O/H2
QEL
O2 ,t

(20)
(21)

Eq. (17) describes the conversion process in terms of the electrical power input and the chemical energy
contained in gaseous hydrogen, whereas Eq. (18) sizes the electrolysis plants. The sizing variable is the
maximum electrical input power. Eq. (19) constrains the minimum hydrogen output level [38]. Eqs. (20-21)
give the water consumption and oxygen production associated with the production of hydrogen by water
electrolysis. Though usually disregarded in power-to-gas studies, it is particularly insightful to track these
quantities, as they will inherently feature in any power-to-gas strategy and possibly impact its feasibility
or cost. Some of these quantities may also, e.g., be subject to policy constraints. Costs associated with
electrolysis plants have the standard structure given in Eq. (3).
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Fuel Cells. Fuel cells produce water and electricity from hydrogen and (usually, atmospheric) oxygen. The
constraints describing their operation and sizing, ∀t ∈ T , write as
FC
FC
PE,t
= η F C PH2,t
,

(22)

FC
FC
PE,t
≤ KE
,

(23)

FC
FC
µF C KE
≤ PE,t
.

(24)

Eq. (22) expresses the conversion process, in terms of the chemical energy in the hydrogen input stream and
the electrical output power. Eq. (23) sizes the fuel cells, with the maximum output electrical power taken
as the sizing variable. Eq. (24) constrains the minimum output power of the fuel cells [38]. The oxygen
consumption and water production also be evaluated in a similar fashion to Eqs. (20-21). Finally, the cost
structure of fuel cells is that described in Eq. (3).
Gas Turbines. Gas turbines rely on natural gas to produce electricity, releasing carbon dioxide in the process.
The constraints describing their operation and sizing, ∀t ∈ T , write as
p
= η p PNp G,t , ∀p ∈ {OCGT, CCGT },
PE,t

(25)

p
p
PE,t
≤ KE
, ∀p ∈ {OCGT, CCGT },

(26)

QpCO2 ,t = ν p PNp G,t , ∀p ∈ {OCGT, CCGT },

(27)

and ramping constraints can also be included by adding inequalities (5-6). Eq. (25) represents the conversion
process, linking the electrical power output to the chemical energy of the natural gas burned. Eq. (26)
describes the sizing of the gas turbines, where the sizing variable is the maximum electrical power output.
Eq. (27) gives the carbon dioxide emissions resulting from the operation of gas turbines. Finally, the cost
of investing in and operating natural gas plants can be obtained via Eqs. (3) and (10). Fuel expenditure do
not factor directly in these costs as natural gas is an endogenous carrier, and these expenses are indirectly
reflected by natural gas import costs.
Methanation Plants. Methanation plants consume hydrogen and carbon dioxide to produce synthetic methane.
The constraints describing their operation and sizing, ∀t ∈ T write as
MT
MT
PCH
= η M T PH2,t
,
4 ,t

(28)

MT
MT
PCH
≤ KCH
,
4 ,t
4 ,t

(29)

MT
MT
µM T KCH
≤ PCH
,
4 ,t
4 ,t
T
QM
CO2 ,t = ρCO2 /CH4

(30)
MT
PCH
4 ,t

ΠCO2
.
ΠCH4 κCH4

(31)

Eq. (28) describes the conversion process, in terms of the chemical energy of the input and output carriers,
whilst Eq. (29) represents the sizing of the methanation plants. The sizing variable is the maximum
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synthetic methane (energy) output. Eq. (30) expresses the fact that some methanation technologies must
be run continuously [38]. Eq. (31) gives the consumption of carbon dioxide required to produce synthetic
methane. Finally, the cost structure for methanation plants is that already presented in Eq. (3).
Steam Methane Reformers. Steam methane reformers consume natural gas and electricity (to drive compressors feeding high-pressure natural gas to the reforming reactor [39], [40], [41]) to produce hydrogen, and
also emit carbon dioxide. The constraints describing their operation and sizing, ∀t ∈ T , can be expressed as
SM R
R
PH2,t
= η SM R PNSM
G,t ,

(32)

SM R
SM R
PE,t
= φSM R PH
,
2 ,t

(33)

R
SM R SM R
QSM
PN G,t ,
CO2 ,t = ν

(34)

SM R
SM R
PH2,t
≤ KH2
.

(35)

Eq. (32) describes the conversion process from natural gas to hydrogen, expressed in terms of the chemical
energy of input and output gases, whereas Eq. (33) gives the electrical power consumption required to
produce hydrogen. Eq. (34) represents the carbon dioxide emissions from the process, as the vast majority
of the natural gas used both as fuel and feedstock is converted into carbon dioxide and vented [41]. Eq.
(35) sizes the SMR plants, where the sizing variable is the maximum hydrogen energy output. The cost
structure of steam methane reformers can be expressed as in Eqs. (3) and (10).
Direct Air Carbon Capture. This process requires the consumption of electricity and natural gas to remove
carbon dioxide from the atmosphere [42]. The constraints describing the operation and sizing of direct air
capture units, ∀t ∈ T , write as
DAC
PE,t
= φDAC
QDAC,A
E
CO2 ,t ,

(36)

DAC DAC,A
PNDAC
G,t = φN G QCO2 ,t ,

(37)

DAC,A
DAC DAC
QDAC
PN G,t ,
CO2 ,t = QCO2 ,t + ν
DAC
QDAC,A
CO2 ,t ≤ KCO2 ,t .

(38)
(39)

Eqs. (36-37) describe the electrical power and natural gas consumption required by the technology to capture
carbon dioxide from the atmosphere. Eq. (38) defines the total carbon dioxide mass flow exiting the DAC
system, including the carbon dioxide captured directly from the atmosphere and that resulting from the
combustion of natural gas fuel. Eq. (39) describe the sizing of DAC units, where the sizing variable is the
maximum mass flow of carbon dioxide that may be captured from the atmosphere. Finally, the costing of
this technology is performed using the standard structure in Eq. (3).
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Post-Combustion Carbon Capture. Post-combustion carbon capture units can be fitted onto technologies
whose operation relies on the combustion of fossil fuels and therefore emits carbon dioxide [43]. In essence,
post-combustion capture units run on electricity and capture a fraction, typically up to 90%, of the carbon
dioxide emitted by the technology they complement. Let PCO2 = {BM, WS, OCGT, CCGT, CHP, SMR}
be the set of technologies which may be fitted with a PCCC unit. Then, the constraints representing the
operation and sizing of capture units associated with any d ∈ PCO2 , ∀t ∈ T can be expressed as
p,A
QpCO2 ,t = Qp,CC
CO2 ,t + QCO2 ,t ,

(40)

p p
Qp,CC
CO2 ,t ≤ β QCO2 ,t ,

(41)

p,CC
PE,t
= φp Qp,CC
CO2 ,t ,

(42)

p,CC
Qp,CC
CO2 ,t ≤ KCO2 ,

(43)

Eq. (40) is the carbon dioxide mass flow balance, with a fraction of the CO2 emitted being captured whilst
the remainder is released into the atmosphere. Eq. (41) constrains the captured mass flow, as given by
the maximum capture rate. Eq. (42) represent the electricity consumption of the capture units. Eq. (43)
describes the sizing of the system, where the sizing variable is the maximum carbon dioxide mass flow which
may be captured. The cost structure is the standard one already introduced in Eq. (3).
The use of post-combustion carbon capture technologies reduces the power output of power generation
technologies and further increases the power consumption of technologies not producing any electricity, e.g.
SMR. Hence, the net power generation or consumption of these technologies, ∀t ∈ T , can be expressed as
p,N
p
p,CC
PE,t
= PE,t
− PE,t
, p ∈ PCO2 \ {SMR},
SM R,N
SM R,CC
SM R
PE,t
= PE,t
+ PE,t
.

(44)
(45)

Storage Technologies. A set of storage technologies for various carriers and commodities is considered. The
constraints describing the operation and sizing of those technologies, ∀t ∈ T , write as


s
σ s Σs0 + S s ≤ Ee,t
≤ Σs0 + S s ≤ Σsmax , s ∈ S,
s,C
s,D
s
s
Ee,t
= η s Ee,t−1
+ η s,C Pe,t
δt − Pe,t
δt/η s,D , s ∈ S,

(46)
(47)

s,D
Pe,t
≤ κs0 + K s , ∀s ∈ S,


Pts,C ≤ γ s κs0 + K s , ∀S ∈ S,

(48)

s,C
s,D
s
Pe,t
= −Pe,t
+ Pe,t
, ∀s ∈ S.

(50)

(49)

Eq. (46) describes the sizing of the energy storage capacity, while constraining the minimum storage level.
Eq. (47) represents the charge and discharge dynamics of storage systems. Eqs. (48-49) enforce bounds on
charge and discharge rates, which may be asymmetric, and size the power capacity of the storage system.
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Eq. (50) gathers charge and discharge variables into a single net exchange variable. Sometimes, the energy
and power capacity of storage systems may not be sized independently from one another, in which case a
constraint of the form
K s = S s /χs ,

(51)

may be enforced. Finally, the costs of investing in and operating storage technologies can be expressed as




C s = ζ s,S + θfs,S S s + ζ s,K + θfs,K K s , ∀s ∈ S\{SCO2 },

(52)

where a distinction is made between energy and power capacity, which is particularly relevant in the case of
batteries [44]. A similar cost structure is applied to the carbon dioxide storage technologies. In this paper, it
is assumed that operating costs only have a capacity-based component. If need be, revising this assumption
is be straightforward.
3.4.2. Carrier Physics
N
= PCO2 \{SMR} and CE = {EL, DAC}.
For notational simplicity, let PE = {PV, Won , Wof f , NK, FC}, PE

Then, the physics of the electricity carrier is reduced to a system-wide power balance equation,
X
p∈PE

p
PE,t
+

X

p,N
PE,t
+

X

s
IE
S
PE,t
+ PE,t
+ LEN
E,t

s∈SE

N
p∈PE

R
= λE,t + LTE,t
+

X

p
SM R,N
PE,t
+ PE,t
, ∀t ∈ T .

(53)

p∈CE
R
It is worth mentioning that in this model, the electricity demand LTE,t
from electric vehicles (EV) is not

completely exogenous. Indeed, it is assumed that the timing and intensity of EV charging can be optimised
over the course of the day under the constraint that a daily supply level is attained at the end of the day,
τ
−1
X

R
R
LTE,h+t
δt = λTE,h
, ∀h ∈ TD .

(54)

t=0

This modelling approach is backed up by field test results, which have shown that electric vehicles spend more
than 90% of their time parked [45], and the development of smart charging strategies [46], [47], provided that
the underlying infrastructure is available. At any rate, the impact of these assumptions will be discussed in
the results section. Now, for the natural gas system, the system-wide balance writes as
MT
PCH4,t
+

X

S
PNs G,t + PNIEG,t + LEN
N G,t

s∈SN G

= λN G,t +

X
p∈CN G

12

PNp G,t , ∀t ∈ T .

(55)

A balance equation is also considered for the hydrogen carrier, so that
X p
X
s
IE
S
PH2 ,t +
PH
+ PH
+ LEN
H2 ,t
2 ,t
2 ,t
p∈PH2

s∈SH2

= λH2 ,t +

X

p
PH
, ∀t ∈ T .
2 ,t

(56)

p∈CH2

For the carbon dioxide commodity, the following balance equation is employed
X
X
DAC
QsCO2 ,t
Qp,CC
CO2 ,t + QCO2 ,t +
s∈SCO2

p∈PCO2

+ QIE
CO2 ,t =

X

QpCO2 ,t , ∀t ∈ T .

(57)

p∈CCO2

It is worth noticing that no exogenous carbon dioxide demand is considered. Moreover, emissions released
into the atmosphere do not appear in Eq. (57). Instead, they appear in a carbon quota constraint introduced
S
in the next subsection. Finally, briefly discussing the slack variables LEN
introduced in energy balance
e,t

equations for e ∈ E is in order. These variables allow to maintain feasibility of the optimisation problem even
if the exogenous energy demands cannot be satisfied in full, e.g. if a severe carbon constraint is enforced, no
carbon capture technologies are available and the renewable potential is insufficient. Since shedding load is
only permitted as a last resort, these variables are (heavily) penalised in the objective
X
S
CeEN S =
θeEN S LEN
e,t δt, ∀e ∈ E,

(58)

t∈T

and their values reflect, to some extent, system adequacy under a given scenario.
3.4.3. Policy Drivers
Three types of policy drivers are modelled, namely energy import and CO2 emissions quotas, as well as
support schemes. Energy import quotas can be simply expressed via an inequality constraint
X
I
Pe,t
δt ≤ Ψe , ∀e ∈ E.

(59)

t∈T

Similarly, the CO2 emissions quota constraint can be written as
Xh
DAC,A
S
νN G (λN G,t − LEN
N G,t ) − QCO2 ,t
t∈T

+

X

i
Qp,A
CO2 ,t δt ≤ ΦCO2 .

(60)

p∈PCO2

Support schemes promoting the deployment of selected technologies are assumed to reward their use, thus
offsetting some of their operating costs rather than reducing their capital expenditure from the outset. More
formally, for any eligible technology p ∈ P producing carrier e, the existence of a support scheme can be
modelled via
p
CSS
=−

X
t∈T
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p
p
θSS
Pe,t
δt,

(61)

p
where θSS
represents the reward attributed for the production of one unit of carrier e by technology d and

must be nonnegative. This way of modelling support schemes is akin to green certificates systems or feed-in
premiums used in some European countries.
3.4.4. Planning Model
The objective function, to be minimised, is formed by summing costs in Eqs. (3), (9), (10), (15), (16),
(52), (58), (61) for all relevant technologies, carriers and commodities. All other equations are used as
constraints to describe the operation and sizing of the system, carrier physics and policy drivers. As a
reminder, an optimisation horizon of five years with investment costs reduced to five-year equivalents is
used to approximate the full planning horizon of twenty years and reduce the computational burden. The
resulting model, represented schematically in Figure 1, is implemented in Pyomo (Python) and readily
available as open-source software [37]. The model is solved with IBM ILOG CPLEX 12.8 in around 1800
seconds (on average) on a custom workstation with two Intel Xeon Gold 6140 2.3 GHz processors and 256
GB of RAM operating under CentOS. Since the parallel computing capabilities of the workstation were not
used, the model could also be run on a laptop, though the exact solving time is expected to be longer and
will eventually depend upon laptop computing power.
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Figure 1: Schematic of the energy system model, where arrows show the direction of carrier and commodity flows as defined
by technology characteristics.
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4. Case Study
This section shows the applicability and usefulness of the model on a case study considering future
configurations of a realistic energy system. The case study is briefly introduced, before the data used to
instantiate to model is described. Results are then presented and discussed.
4.1. Description
The case study explores future configurations of the Belgian energy system and assesses the potential
of renewable-based power generation, carbon capture and sector coupling technologies such as power-to-gas
to achieve deep, cross-sector decarbonisation objectives. The sectors targeted for emissions reductions include power generation, road and electrified rail transport (thus excluding aviation and shipping), heating
(residential, commercial and industrial), as well as the parts of the industry sector consuming hydrogen
and natural gas, as the latter may be replaced by synthetic methane. Five scenarios are studied, and each
scenario aims at identifying the system configuration minimising the cost of supplying demands for electricity, hydrogen and natural gas across all aforementioned sectors as the scope of technological options is
progressively broadened. These scenarios therefore allow to evaluate the interaction between different technologies and their respective impact on energy system design. More precisely, the first scenario investigates
the case in which the Belgian nuclear fleet is entirely decommissioned and no carbon capture technology of
any kind is available. The second scenario evaluates the benefits of maintaining half of the nuclear fleet in
the absence of carbon capture technologies. The next three scenarios disregard nuclear, and focus instead
on the influence of carbon capture technologies. More accurately, the third scenario assumes the availability
of post-combustion carbon capture whereas the fourth scenario considers both post-combustion and direct
air capture. Finally, the renewable potential constraints are relaxed in the fifth scenario, in order to assess
the economic competitiveness of RES in the presence of carbon capture technologies. The carbon dioxide emissions target is uniform across scenarios and the only technologies whose capacity is kept constant
throughout all scenarios are combined heat and power, biomass, waste and pumped-hydro power plants.
This is supported by the fact that these technologies are already deployed in the Belgian power system, and
no plans to increase the capacity of these technologies any further clearly feature in current Belgian energy
policy [48]. At any rate, the aforementioned dispatchable technologies generally have specific emissions
(much) higher than those of natural gas, and as a result of the tight carbon constraint, it is unlikely that
those technologies would play a prominent role even if they were sized.
4.2. Data
In this subsection, the data used to build the case study is described, starting with renewable generation
profiles and energy consumption, before the carbon budget, energy/commodity imports and exports as well
as key economic and technical parameters are introduced.
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4.2.1. Renewable Generation Profiles
Generation profiles for variable renewable energy (VRE) resources, i.e. solar PV, onshore and offshore
wind, are retrieved from transmission system operator (ELIA) databases [49]. The measurements, which
originally have a quarter-hourly resolution and span five consecutive years (2014 to 2018), are re-sampled to
a hourly resolution by a standard averaging procedure. As a result, signal variations occurring on sub-hourly
time scales are smoothed out. The re-sampled profile is then normalised by the installed capacity available
at the corresponding hour, which is also provided by the TSO.
4.2.2. Energy Consumption
Time series of electricity demand in Belgium are obtained from estimations made by the Belgian TSO [50]
and include electrical loads at both transmission and distribution levels, excluding future (exogenous) heating
and transportation demands considered in the model, which are discussed later. An averaging method is
used to re-sample raw data with quarterly resolution, covering five full calendar years (2014-2018), into
hourly-sampled time series normalised to the peak load of each year, which are then concatenated. These
times series are then scaled to have an estimated peak value of 13.5 GW, which corresponds to very little
increase in electricity demand in the next decade [48]. Then, the yearly electricity demand of the system
varies between 86.2 and 89.2 TWh, depending on the considered year.
Natural gas demand for residential and commercial purposes is retrieved from the electronic data platform
of the Belgian natural gas TSO (Fluxys) [51] at hourly resolution and covering the same time horizon as
the electricity demand time series. Processed data represents the aggregated load associated with the low(L-gas) and high-calorific (H-gas) natural gas networks in Belgium. Yearly demand ranges between 79.5 and
92.8 TWh, depending on the calendar year.
Moreover, the model includes an exogenous electricity demand profile corresponding to the heating of
residential and commercial spaces, and replacing a total of 38 TWh of petroleum products currently in use
[52] and emitting substantial amounts of CO2 . Switching to cleaner fossil fuels, e.g. natural gas, is usually
cumbersome as these consumers are usually located in rural or semi-rural areas without any access to the
gas distribution network. However, given their efficiency and affordability, heat pumps may be an option to
decarbonise this sector. Hence, a heat pump technology with a flat coefficient of performance (COP) of 2 is
assumed to supply this segment of the heating demand, the profile of which is assumed to be the same as
that of the heating demand supplied by natural gas.
In this paper, the extent to which the industry sector can be decarbonised is limited to those sub-sectors
employing natural gas, e.g. for hydrogen production via steam methane reforming or industrial heating.
Hourly-sampled historical (i.e., 2014-2018) demand time series available on the electronic data platform
of the Belgian system operator are used [51]. Similarly to the residential and commercial data, the input
time series represent the aggregated load associated with both low- and high-calorific natural gas networks.
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The energy demand from industry is less dependent on variations in annual temperature and, depending
on the studied year, the total yearly consumption varies between 41.1 and 46.0 TWh. In fact, as given in
[51], the profile includes the demand from existing steam methane reforming plants, which is not reported
as such. Hence, the estimated natural gas demand from steam methane reforming is computed from the
documented yearly hydrogen production capabilities via SMR on the Belgian territory, and amounting to
5.7 TWh/year [53]. These plants usually supply industries with continuous processes. Thus, a flat hourly
profile of 0.65 GWh/h is formed and deducted from the original profile [51] in order to obtain the industrial
natural gas demand time series used to instantiate the model.
In addition, the existing yearly hydrogen demand in Belgium is estimated to be around 18 TWh [54],
which is supplied by a mix of local production via the aforementioned SMR plants and imports from France
and Netherlands (via Air Liquide’s network [55]). The Belgian industries relying on hydrogen, mostly the
petrochemical and fertiliser industries, are known to rely largely on continuous chemical processes and thus
operate in near-continuous, steady regimes. Hence, a constant 2 GWh/h hydrogen demand is considered,
and the hydrogen demand profile used in the model is flat.
As far as the transportation sector is concerned, the model includes the (electrified) rail and road transport energy demand shares. The former is already included in data retrieved from the electricity TSO
[50]. Regarding the latter, in 2015, there were close to 7.2 million vehicles registered in Belgium (incl.
personal vehicles, utility vehicles, lorries, motorcycles and buses) [55], with an estimated 95.6 TWh demand
of petroleum products only [52], and emitting over 25.7 Mt CO2eq on a yearly basis [56]. In this paper, it
is assumed that the entire fleet of diesel- and gasoline-fuelled vehicles is replaced by a fleet of equal size
running on compressed natural gas (CNG), hydrogen (fuel cell vehicles) and electric power (EV). Hourly
demand profiles for CNG- and fuel cell-based vehicles are derived from confidential data measured by the
natural gas operator at CNG refuelling stations and up-scaled to the fleet size. Now, for electric vehicles, a
synthetic daily demand profile is built assuming an average energy efficiency of the underlying technology
of 0.2 kWh/km and flat daily week-day and week-end travel distances of 50 and 20 km, respectively.
Typical daily aggregated profiles of electricity, natural gas and hydrogen demand are displayed in Figure
2.
4.2.3. CO2 Budget
As a reminder, the present model includes the power generation, residential and commercial, as well
as road and electrified rail transport sectors in their entirety, while only the parts of industry consuming
natural gas are taken into account. According to [56], in 1990, the first three sectors were responsible for
emitting 23.6, 20.0 and 25.0 Mt CO2 eq, respectively, while emissions associated with the natural gas-based
share of industry is estimated at around 9.0 Mt CO2 eq, also accounting for hydrogen production. The latter
figure is obtained based on a 45 TWh demand of natural gas in the industrial sector [52] and an associated
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Figure 2: Daily aggregated profiles of electricity, natural gas and hydrogen demand in a typical year.
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0.2 tCO2 eq/MWhth specific emission value [57]. Thus, the 1990 CO2 reference emissions level for the system
studied with the proposed model amounts to 77.6 Mt CO2 eq, or 51.8% of total national emissions at the
time. The carbon dioxide budget considered in all scenarios is set to achieve a reduction of 80% from 1990
levels, or 15.5 Mt/yr.
4.2.4. Imports & Exports of Energy & Commodity
In this case study, both electricity imports and exports are considered, whereas only imports of natural
gas and hydrogen and exports of carbon dioxide, respectively, are envisaged.
The electricity import/export capacity is set to 6.5 GW, which is consistent with planned interconnection
developments in the 2020s [48]. In addition, the annual electricity imports allowed in the model correspond
to roughly 11.5 TWh, amounting to approximately 10% of the total, cross-sector annual electrical load. The
costs of electricity imports/exports are wholesale prices from the ELIX index of EPEX [37]. This assumption
is further discussed later on.
The natural gas import capacity is set to 90 GW, which roughly corresponds to the input capacity of the
Belgian natural gas network. The annual imports budget is virtually unconstrained. The natural gas import
price time series is derived from medium-term forecasts for the Belgian gas hub, computed and provided by
the Belgian natural gas TSO. The Belgian gas hub is particularly well-connected and can resort to a variety
of supply options, resulting in an average natural gas price around 12 e/MWh in the case at hand.
The import of hydrogen is assumed to be in the form of multi-weekly hydrogen deliveries by tankers.
Tankers are assumed to have a capacity of 105 m3 and transport hydrogen compressed at 700 bars, such that
each tanker delivers 165 GWh over the course of 24 hours. It is further assumed that at most three fixed
delivery slots are available each week, which is consistent with the 110 slots made available at the liquefied
natural gas (LNG) terminal at Zeebrugge in 2018. As a result, maximum annual hydrogen imports total
25.74 TWh. Hydrogen import cost is estimated around 160 e/MWh [37]. It is worth mentioning that no
hydrogen terminal currently exists in Belgium but estimating the associated costs is beyond the scope of
this study, as the primary goal is to assess the extent to which hydrogen imports are favoured over local
production.
Finally, it is assumed that carbon dioxide can be exported to a sequestration site at a maximum rate of
3.5 kt/h, such that roughly 30 Mt can be exported annually. Volumetric flows corresponding to this export
rate are equal to 9 × 103 m3 /h for supercritical carbon dioxide or 1.13 × 105 m3 /h for gaseous carbon dioxide
at 15 MPa and 283.15 K [58], which is the pressure at which carbon dioxide exits the direct air capture
process [42]. The cost of exporting and sequestrating 1 t of carbon dioxide is estimated around 2e [43]. The
export rate assumption will be found to have a non-negligible impact on results and will therefore be further
discussed later.
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4.2.5. Key Economic and Technical Parameters
The main technical and economic parameters of the technologies available in the proposed model are
shown in Table 1. A complete list of all parameter values along with references is provided at [37]. At this
stage, making a few comments about values displayed in Table 1 is in order.
For power generation technologies, the electrical efficiency is provided. For conversion technologies, the
overall process efficiency is listed. For storage technologies, the round-trip efficiency is provided, while
batteries also have a non-negligible self-discharge coefficient, shown in parentheses. For carbon capture
technologies, the value represents the share of CO2 captured.
All CAPEX are expressed per unit of power capacity (GW) for all dispatchable and conversion technologies, energy capacity (GWh) for storage technologies except carbon dioxide, or flow rate (kT/h) for carbon
capture and storage technologies, respectively. Fixed O&M costs are reported on an yearly basis using the
same units. Variable O&M costs exclude fuel expenses and are reported per unit energy (GWh). The carbon
dioxide storage system is assumed to be a man-made, industrial-sized CO2 buffer of 100 kt. Its CAPEX is
expressed per kt of CO2 stored.
The cost of post-combustion carbon capture technologies depends on the fuel that is used by the underlying technology. In this regard, a distinction is made between technologies running on natural gas,
e.g., OCGT, CCGT, CHP, SMR, and others, e.g., biomass and waste power plants, for which a coal-based
post-combustion carbon capture set-up was used as a proxy in the estimation of associated costs.
Though not shown in Table 1, the costs of energy not served (also known as value of lost load) for
electricity, hydrogen and natural gas are set to 3000e/MWh, 500e/MWh and 500e/MWh, respectively.
The value used for electricity is consistent with values reported for private end users [59](Figure 3, left panel),
though lower than those listed for economic (industrial) consumers. From a modelling standpoint, however,
the values must also be selected to promote adequacy, i.e. the costs incurred when failing to serve the
energy demand should exceed the investment and operating costs required to deploy, operate and maintain
technologies allowing to supply the energy demands. In particular, the value of lost load is set higher for
electricity than other carriers as the electricity system must always be balanced at all times, whereas local
imbalances can be tolerated in the gas system. Bearing this in mind, the values for natural gas and hydrogen
were selected after consulting the Belgian natural gas TSO.
4.3. Results
Figure 3 displays installed capacities of technologies which are sized across scenarios. Hence, CHP,
biomass, waste and pumped-hydro power plants, whose capacities are fixed in Table 1, do not appear in
Figure 3. Then, Tables 2-4 gather carbon capture technology and storage deployments, system and energy
costs, broken down by carrier, as well as volumes of energy imports and energy not served, respectively. In
Table 3, the system-wide cost includes all expenses resulting from investment and operation, energy and
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Table 1: Key technical and economic parameters of technologies considered. Units are discussed in Section 4.2.5.

κ0 (κmax )

η

CAPEX

FOM (VOM)

Lifetime

GW/GWh/kT·h−1

%

Me

Me

years

Solar PV

4.0 (40.0)

510

22.3 (N/A)

30

Onshore Wind

2.8 (8.4)

910

37.8 (N/A)

30

Offshore Wind

2.3 (8.0)

2000

8.8 (N/A)

30

Gas-fired Plants (CCGT)

0.0 (13.5)

58.0

830

27.8 (0.0042)

25

Gas-fired Plants (OCGT)

0.0 (13.5)

41.0

560

18.6 (0.0042)

25

CHP

1.8 (N/A)

49.0

40.0 (0.0)

Waste PP

0.3 (N/A)

22.7

175.6 (0.0248)

Biomass PP

0.9 (N/A)

28.1

102.9 (0.0051)

Hydrogen Fuel Cell

0.0 (13.5)

50.0

2000

100.0 (0.0)

10

Electrolyser

0.0 (13.5)

62.0

600

30.0 (0.0)

15

Methanator

0.0 (13.5)

78.0

400

20.0 (0.0)

20

Steam Methane Reformers

0.0 (13.5)

80.0

400

20.0 (0.0)

20

Post-combustion CC (NG)

0.0 (4000.0)

90.0

3150

20

Post-combustion CC (other)

0.0 (2000.0)

90.0

2160

20

Direct Air CC

0.0 (1000.0)

7500

25.0 (0.0)

30

Battery Storage (p)

0.0 (2500.0)

108

5.4 (0.0)

20

Battery Storage (e)

0.0 (5000.0)

326

16.3 (0.0)

10

Pumped-Hydro Storage (p)

1.3 (N/A)

Pumped-Hydro Storage (e)

5.3 (N/A)

81.0

Hydrogen Storage (e)

0.0 (10000.0)

96.4

Natural Gas Storage (e)

8000.0 (N/A)

99.0

Carbon Dioxide Storage

0.0 (100.0)

85.0 (99.9)

45.0 (0.008)
11

30

0.0025 (0.0)
0.1
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0.55 (0.0)

20

Figure 3: Deployed generation, conversion and storage capacities across the five considered scenarios. For each scenario, the
first, second, third and fourth bars represent renewable-based power generation, dispatchable power generation, other conversion
and storage technologies, respectively, besides CO2 storage.

commodity imports/exports, and energy not served. Carrier-based costs are reported solely with respect
to the corresponding volumes of served load. For any given carrier, its cost is obtained by dividing the
expenses resulting from all technologies producing it and importing it by the volume produced. Moreover,
when deployed, PCCC costs are included in electricity and hydrogen costs. Carbon costs are obtained by
computing PCCC and DACC costs and dividing by the amount of CO2 captured. Now, general observations
are made before results for each scenario are analysed and discussed.
Firstly, the renewable potential is fully exploited in each of the first four scenarios, which explains the
fact that the installed capacity of renewable-based power generation technologies only changes in scenario
5. Furthermore, the total installed capacity of dispatchable power generation, shown in Figure 3, remains
remarkably constant throughout all scenarios, around 12 GW (including CHP, biomass and waste plants),
which constitutes approximately 60% of non-EV peak load and implies that even in systems with a ratio
of installed renewable capacity to peak load much greater than 1, as in scenario 5, a substantial amount
of dispatchable power generation is needed and preferred over storage options like batteries for economic
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Table 2: Post-combustion and direct air carbon capture deployments for each of the five scenarios. Figures representing capture
rates are expressed in kt/h.

S2

S3

S4

S5

OCGT

N/A

N/A

0.0

0.0

0.0

CCGT

N/A

N/A

3.07

2.56

1.60

CHP

N/A

N/A

0.31

0.13

0.13

Biomass

N/A

N/A

0.0

0.0

0.0

Waste

N/A

N/A

0.08

0.08

0.08

SMR

N/A

N/A

0.72

0.03

0.69

Direct Air CC

N/A

N/A

N/A

2.16

1.76

Technology

S1

Table 3: System-wide and electricity (E), natural gas (NG), hydrogen (H2 ) and carbon dioxide (CO2 ) sub-system costs
associated with the five considered scenarios.

Unit

S1

S2

S3

S4

S5

System

be/year

67.2

51.0

41.3

12.4

8.7

E

e/MWh

67.4

54.1

40.8

45.1

44.5

NG

e/MWh

11.6

11.8

11.8

12.0

12.0

H2

e/MWh

165.3

146.9

25.0

163.3

24.7

CO2

e/t

N/A

N/A

35.1

33.9

29.1

Table 4: Import and energy not served (ENS) volumes of electricity (E), natural gas (NG) and hydrogen (H2 ) across the five
considered scenarios (TWh).

E

S1

S2

S3

S4

S5

Imports

57.2

57.2

57.2

57.2

57.2

ENS

0.0

0.0

0.04

0.0

0.03

Curtailment

1.9

3.9

19.0

8.6

85.2

Imports

365.8

365.8

855.4

1124.6

1123.2

ENS

545.9

391.9

347.1

0.0

0.0

Imports

128.7

120.8

0.5

127.7

0.02

ENS

2.0

1.2

0.01

0.03

0.01

NG

H2
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reasons. In addition, the only technology never to feature in any scenario despite being sized is methanation.
In fact, in order to achieve substantial system-wide CO2 emissions reductions, emissions are optimised across
sectors and carriers. In particular, when carbon capture technologies are not available, most of the hydrogen
demand can be supplied with carbon-free imports and electrolysis. The electricity demand can be partly
supplied by renewable-based generation but significant fossil-based dispatchable capacity is still needed. In
other words, without any carbon capture technology and once the renewable potential is fully exploited, the
CO2 emissions resulting from electricity production cannot be further decreased. The use of post-combustion
carbon capture only allows to decrease the amount of CO2 emissions from the electricity sector, which
nonetheless remain nonzero, or provide a cheap, low-carbon alternative to hydrogen imports and electrolysis
via steam methane reforming. Moreover, synthetic methane, when burnt, releases the same amount of CO2
as fossil methane, and a number of applications cannot benefit from carbon capture technologies. Hence,
since the carbon budget is very small, gas load must be shed and no incentive for methanation exists. If
direct air capture is available, however, system-wide atmospheric emissions can be further decreased, and
synthetic methane production can be envisaged. Nevertheless, it cannot compete economically with fossil
natural gas imports, which have similar applications and properties and cost only 12 e/MWh on average.
For the reasons detailed above, energy not served (ENS) in the form of natural gas appears in scenarios 1-3,
as can be seen from Table 4. Finally, it is worth mentioning that the maximum capacity of carbon dioxide
storage of 100 kt is built in scenarios 3-5.
In scenario 1, as can be seen from Figure 3, the only dispatchable power generation technologies installed
are hydrogen fuel cells (67 MW) and combined cycle gas turbines (7.4 GW), mostly owing to their low specific
emissions, in the context of a tight carbon budget and the unavailability of carbon capture technologies.
Indeed, all existing polluting dispatchable technologies are run at their minimum level, that is, biomass and
waste have a capacity factor of 0% and 20%, respectively, the latter reflecting a must-run constraint. The
supply of hydrogen comes from imports and 0.36 GW of electrolysis. No steam methane reformers are built
as a result of the tight carbon budget, which is reflected by high hydrogen prices in Table 3. Moreover,
the sizing and operation of hydrogen storage capacity is mostly driven by unsteady imports and electrolysis
supply patterns. Batteries are also built to minimise curtailment, which stands at 1.9 TWh or 0.45% of total
renewable electricity generation.
Descriptive statistics relative to the charge of EVs in scenario 1 are shown in Table 5. Firstly, these
figures imply that EVs are charged no more than 25% of the time, as percentiles correspond to integer
multiples of 1 hour, and indicate that the modelling assumption made earlier is consistent. From a physical
standpoint, the values of the 95th and 99th percentiles appear reasonable in the context of upgrades to the
transmission network infrastructure that would be required to accommodate over 50 GW of RES capacity.
Even with such upgrades, though, the peak charge of 19.59 GW appears a priori excessive. Given the fact
that it occurs very rarely, imposing a peak charge equal to the 99th percentile would probably result in a
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Table 5: Descriptive statistics of EV charging power, expressed in GW, for scenario 1.

mode

min

p75

p85

p95

p99

max

0.00

0.00

0.00

2.07

5.44

8.89

19.69

marginally suboptimal design. However, estimating the exact cost and technical feasibility of such upgrades
is beyond the scope of this paper.
In scenario 2, half of the Belgium nuclear fleet (3 GW), which has already been amortised, is assumed to
remain in operation. Nuclear plants therefore provide cheap, carbon-free, base load production, amounting
to roughly 26.2 TWh annually. This is essentially akin to offsetting the load curve by 3 GW. As a result, the
capacity of CCGT is drastically reduced to 3.4 GW, and the spared gas consumption is shifted to non-power
or hydrogen demand for natural gas in order to decrease the amount of natural gas energy not served, as
shown in Table 4. In addition, more renewable energy can be harvested for hydrogen production as well
subsequent repowering. Hence, nuclear plants indirectly promote the deployment of electrolysis and fuel
cells, whose capacities increase to 2.8 GW and 1 GW, respectively. The hydrogen storage system is sized
accordingly, with a capacity higher than in scenario 1. Overall, the cost of supplying hydrogen also decreases,
as shown in 3, which is consistent with the fact that hydrogen imports decrease by about 1.7 TWh annually.
Batteries are still built, though in smaller proportions, and around 3.9 TWh or 1.0% of renewable electricity
production is curtailed. The dynamics of battery, hydrogen and natural gas storages are shown in Figure
4. Battery dynamics are very short-term, and appear mostly driven by daily solar PV production patterns,
whereas hydrogen storage dynamics display a periodic behaviour characteristic of multi-weekly hydrogen
tanker deliveries, though some lower frequency component is visible. Finally, the natural gas storage system
dynamics display a clear seasonal trend and is driven by the price of natural gas, which is higher in the
winter and lower in the summer, thus the storage is emptied over the winter and filled in the summer. It is
worth noticing that none of these signals possesses a clear seasonal component which is supply-based, e.g.
which may arise from seasonal trends in renewable electricity production patterns.
In scenario 3, the availability of post-combustion carbon capture clearly favours fossil-based technologies.
For power generation, renewables are still built, and fuel cells disappear, as a result of their high cost. CCGT
capacity increases to 9.8 GW, and plants are equipped with PCCC, as Table 2 shows. It is no longer desirable
to minimise curtailment, which amounts to 19.0 TWh or 4.8% of total renewable electricity production, and
neither batteries nor electrolysis plants are built. This is consistent with the fact that the entire hydrogen
supply comes from steam methane reformers equipped with PCCC and operating with a 95% capacity factor.
As Table 3 indicates, the cost of hydrogen is substantially reduced, which also highlights the economic
optimum for producing low-carbon hydrogen. As a result, hydrogen storage is no longer critical and its size
shrinks drastically. In this scenario, an average of 19.8 Mt of CO2 is captured and exported annually. It
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Figure 4: State of charge dynamics of battery, hydrogen and natural gas storage systems for scenario 2.

is worth noticing that some natural gas energy not served remains, as some applications like commercial
or residential heating cannot benefit from PCCC, and the emissions that would result from supplying this
demand would exceed the remaining budget, even after cross-sector optimisation.
In scenario 4, direct air capture allows to remove CO2 from the atmosphere, which in turn allows to burn
more natural gas and thus serve the energy demand across carriers and sectors in its entirety, as can be seen
from Table 4. Somewhat counter-intuitively, hydrogen storage, batteries, electrolysis plants and hydrogen
imports which previous disappeared in scenario 3 resurface in this case. Interestingly, this can be explained
by the fact that the carbon dioxide export capacity of 3.5 kt/h is saturated by the influx of CO2 from power
plants equipped with PCCC and DAC, which, for every 1 t of CO2 removed from the atmosphere produces
1.3 t of gaseous CO2 ready for further processing. Indeed, 30.6 Mt of CO2 are exported annually. The effects
of the saturation of the export capacity are far-reaching and manifold. Firstly, regarding electricity supply,
both CCGT and associated PCCC capacities decrease to a level where all captured CO2 can be exported.
Minimising curtailment becomes a priority again, and batteries are therefore built along with 380 MW of
electrolysis plants, eventually leading to the curtailment of 8.6 TWh or 2.1% of total renewable electricity
generation, down from 4.7% in the previous scenario. Secondly, SMR equipped with PCCC can be barely
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used, thus only 120 MW are built, and a shift in hydrogen supply therefore occurs from SMR to imports and
electrolysis plants, which is reflected in the cost of hydrogen in Table 3. In addition, the hydrogen storage
system size is comparable to scenarios relying on imports and electrolysis. Overall system costs are much
lower due to the absence of energy not served.
In scenario 5, the renewable potential constraint is relaxed, and PV capacity decreases slightly to
38.3 GW, whilst both onshore and offshore wind capacities increase to 33.3 GW and 9.9 GW, respectively.
This additional RES capacity allows to reduce the role of gas in the power generation mix. Indeed, the fleet
of CCGT observed throughout all previous scenarios is replaced by a combination of OCGT and CCGT. The
former, which have low CAPEX, are only used in peak load situations and rare low-RES production events.
These claims are supported by the fact that the capacity factors of OCGT and CCGT are around 1.3% and
37%, respectively. As discussed previously, the economic performance of system design depends on whether
or not SMR can be used, and RES capacity is sized to allow its use, that is, to limit saturation of carbon
dioxide exports. Around 0.46 GW of electrolysis plants feature in this scenario to harvest some additional
renewable-based electricity, but the priority is clearly not to avoid curtailment, which stands at 85.2 TWh
or 14.6% renewable electricity production. Overall, this scenario shows that despite strong assumptions on
RES costs reduction, these technologies are only mildly competitive compared to fossil fuel-based alternatives, in the sense that the system design does not feature a hugely-oversized renewable capacity and very
little fossil-based dispatchable capacity like natural gas.
At this stage, further commenting on Table 3 is in order. It is clear that system cost steadily decreases
from scenario 1 through 5, as energy not served progressively disappears and the economically-optimal supply
is achieved for each carrier. For electricity, if nuclear is unavailable, this usually involves a mix of RES and
gas-fired power plants equipped with PCCC, but little electrolysis and little or no storage capacities besides
the existing pumped-hydro plants. Then, for hydrogen, steam methane reformers equipped with PCCC
constitute the optimum, followed by electrolysis and imports. For natural gas, unsurprisingly, imports are
the economic optimum and no methanation appears. This line of thought explains the costs of hydrogen
and natural gas. However, the cost of electricity, counter-intuitively, is barely cheaper in scenario 5 than
scenario 4, and 10% cheaper in scenario 5 than scenario 3. This observation can in fact be explained by the
large amount of curtailed electricity, equal to 80.5 TWh, recorded in scenario 5. Indeed, the RES capacity
is oversized to enable the use of SMR. For curtailment levels comparable to those in scenario 3, the cost of
electricity would fall around 40 e/MWh, which is comparable to that found in scenario 3, and cheaper than
scenario 4. In conclusion, these observations point to nontrivial cross-carrier and cross-sector interactions,
which should be carefully considered in energy system design. This holds especially true if all components
of the energy system are not upgraded or jointly sized, and particularly if legacy pipeline systems are used
for novel applications such as carbon dioxide or hydrogen transport.
Finally, it is worth briefly discussing the assumption on annual electricity imports. As a reminder, only
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10% of the total annual electricity demand could be imported, which roughly corresponds to a 20% capacity
factor for the interconnection. In fact, allowing higher imports levels risks jeopardising results informativeness and robustness. Indeed, the interconnection serves as a slack and no modelling of neighbouring
countries is performed. In other words, provided that the annual imports budget is not exceeded, 6.5 GW of
carbon-free electricity can be imported into the system whenever needed. In a context where neighbouring
countries transition to renewable-powered electricity systems, and given the correlation between renewable
production signals on a regional scale [60], [61], it seems unlikely that any amount of electricity will be
provided on demand in case of regional low-production events. In addition, historical wholesale prices used
are also particularly low, around 30 e/MWh. In conclusion, increasing electricity import quotas would
misrepresent system economics and overestimate system adequacy, which justifies this modelling choice.

5. Conclusion & Future Work
An optimisation-based framework has been proposed to tackle long-term centralised planning problems of
multi-sector, integrated energy systems including electricity, hydrogen, natural gas, synthetic methane and
carbon dioxide. The model selects and sizes the set of power generation, energy conversion and storage as
well as carbon capture technologies minimising the cost of supplying energy demand in the form of electricity,
hydrogen, natural gas or synthetic methane across the power, heating, transportation and industry sectors
whilst accounting for policy drivers, such as energy independence, carbon emissions reductions targets, or
support schemes.
The model is illustrated in a case study evaluating the potential of sector coupling via power-to-gas technologies to achieve deep decarbonisation targets in the Belgian context. Results, on the one hand, indicate
that power-to-gas can only play a minor supporting role in cross-sector decarbonisation strategies in Belgium, as electrolysis plants are generally deployed in moderate quantities whilst methanation plants do not
appear in any studied scenario. On the other hand, given the limited renewable potential, post-combustion
and direct air carbon capture technologies clearly play an enabling role in any decarbonisation strategy.
More precisely, in the absence of nuclear power plants, the economically optimal system design relies on
a mix of renewable-based technologies and fossil-based technologies equipped with post-combustion carbon
capture for electricity generation, steam methane reformers equipped with carbon capture and electrolysis
plants in small quantities for hydrogen production, natural gas imports to supply natural gas demand, and
direct air carbon capture units to achieve ambitious carbon dioxide emissions reductions. Finally, it has
been observed that saturation of carbon dioxide export capacity has a substantial impact on electricity and
hydrogen system design, pointing to the existence of nontrivial interactions between subsystems which must
be carefully considered when planning and designing integrated energy systems.
In future work, from a modelling standpoint, adding a spatial dimension to the model and particularly
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including network models for different carriers would be an avenue worth investigating, as it would allow to
quantify the extent to which congestion in carrier networks (and not only at their boundaries) and transmission system expansion costs impact system design. Moreover, in the current setup, demands for different
carriers from the heating and transportation sectors, for example, have been defined exogenously. Endogenously assessing the applications for which each carrier is better suited based on technological options,
carrier properties and cost would offer a better insight into decarbonisation strategies. From a computational standpoint, the model, in its current state, remains tractable even on laptop computers. Exploring
larger model instances and solution methods such as decomposition methods on dedicated hardware would
also be interesting. Alternatively, expanding the set of scenarios to consider technology cost reductions,
tighter import/exports capacities or budget, technical performance would enable the evaluation of different sensitivities and ultimately yield valuable insights into long-term, multi-carrier, multi-sector system
planning.

Appendix
Abbreviations

B

battery storage

BM

biomass power plant

CAPEX

capital expenditure

CCGT

combined-cycle gas turbine

CH4

methane

CHP

combined heat and power plant

CNG

compressed natural gas

CO2

carbon dioxide

CO2 eq

CO2 -equivalent

DAC

direct air (carbon) capture

E

electricity

EL

electrolysis plant
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ENS

energy not served

EV

electric vehicle

FOM

fixed operation and maintenance

GW(h)

gigawatt(hour)

H2

hydrogen

H2 O

water

kt

kilotonne

kt/h

kilotonne/hour

LNG

liquified natural gas

LP

linear (optimisation) program

Me

million e

MT

methanation plant

NG

natural gas

NK

nuclear power plant

OCGT

open-cycle gas turbine

O2

oxygen

PCCC

post-combustion carbon capture

PH

pumped-hydro storage

RES

renewable energy sources

PV

photovoltaic (panels)

SMR

steam methane reformer

TSO

transmission system operator

VOM

variable operation and maintenance
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VRE

variable renewable energy

Won

onshore wind (turbines)

Wof f

offshore wind (turbines)

WS

waste power plant

Sets and indices
CE

set of technologies consuming electricity

CN G

set of technologies consuming natural gas

CH2

set of technologies consuming hydrogen

CCO2

set of technologies consuming carbon dioxide

e

energy carrier index

E

set of energy carriers with balance equation, i.e. E = {E, NG, H2 }

p

power generation or energy conversion technology (or plant) index

P

set of all power generation and energy conversion technologies

PD

set of dispatchable power generation technologies running on exogenous fuels

PE

set of technologies producing carbon-free electricity

N
PE

set of technologies producing electricity and emitting carbon dioxide

PCO2

set of technologies emitting carbon dioxide that may be equipped with a post-combustion capture unit

PH2

set of technologies producing hydrogen

PR

set of renewable-based power generation technologies

s

storage technology (or plant) index

S

set of all energy storage technologies
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SE

set of all electricity storage technologies

SNG

set of all natural gas storage technologies

S H2

set of all hydrogen storage technologies

S CO2

set of all carbon dioxide storage technologies

t

time index

T

set of time instants

TD

set of first time instants in every day of optimisation horizon

Parameters
βp

maximum capture rate of post-combustion carbon capture process for technology p ∈ PCO2 [-]

χs

duration ratio of storage technology s ∈ S [-]

∆p−

decremental ramp rate of technology p ∈ PD [GW/h]

∆p+

incremental ramp rate of technology p ∈ PD [GW/h]

δt

discretisation time step [h]

ηp

conversion efficiency of technology p ∈ P \ {PCCC, DAC} [-]

ηs

self-discharge rate of storage technology s ∈ S [-]

η s,C

charging efficiency of storage technology s ∈ S [-]

η s,D

discharging efficiency of storage technology s ∈ S [-]

κp0

pre-installed (power) capacity of technology p ∈ PR ∪ PD ∪ S [GWh/h]

κIE
e,t

maximum exchange capacity for any carrier e ∈ E ∪ {CO2 } [GWh/h] or [kt/h]

κpmax

maximum capacity of technology p ∈ PR that may be installed [GWh/h]

λe,t

exogenous demand for carrier e ∈ E at time t ∈ T [GWh/h]
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R
λTE,d

electricity demand from electric vehicles during day d [GWh]

µp

minimum output power level of technology p ∈ P [-]

νp

specific CO2 emissions of fossil fuel on which technology p ∈ PCO2 runs [kt/GWh]

νN G

specific CO2 emissions of natural gas [kt/GWh]

πtp

normalised production profile value for technology p ∈ PR at time t ∈ T [-]

φp,CC

electrical energy required per unit mass of CO2 captured via PCCC for technology p ∈ PCO2 [GWh/kt]

φDAC
E

electrical energy required per unit mass of CO2 captured via DAC [GWh/kt]

φDAC
NG

natural gas energy per unit mass of CO2 captured via DAC [GWh/kt]

φSM R

electrical energy required per unit energy of H2 produced via SMR [-]

Πc

molar mass of carrier/commodity c ∈ {CH4 , CO2 , H2 , O2 , CO2 } [g/mol]

ΦCO2

yearly CO2 emission quota [Mt]

Ψe

import budget for carrier e ∈ E [GWh]

ρCO2 /CH4

ratio of stoichiometric coefficients of CO2 and CH4 in the methanation reaction [-]

ρH2 O/H2

ratio of stoichiometric coefficients of H2 O and H2 in the electrolysis reaction [-]

ρO2 /H2

ratio of stoichiometric coefficients of O2 and H2 in the electrolysis reaction [-]

σs

minimum acceptable level for storage technology s ∈ S [-]

Σs0

pre-installed energy capacity of storage technology s ∈ S [GWh]

Σsmax

maximum capacity of storage technology s ∈ S [GWh]

τ

number of time instants in a day

θCO2

specific cost of CO2 emissions [Me/kt]

IE
θe,t

economic value of carrier/commodity e ∈ E ∪ {CO2 } at time t ∈ T [Me/GWh]

θeEN S

value of lost load for carrier e ∈ E [Me/GWh]

θfp

FOM cost for technology p ∈ P [Me/GWh/h]
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θfs,K

power-related FOM for technology s ∈ S [Me/GWh/h]

θfs,S

energy-related FOM for technology s ∈ S [Me/GWh]

θfpuel

fuel cost of technology p ∈ PD [Me/GWh]

p
θSS

revenue from support scheme for producing one unit of energy with technology p ∈ P [Me/GWh]

θvp

VOM cost of technology p ∈ P [Me/GWh]

κCH4

higher-heating value of CH4 [GWh/kt]

κH2

higher-heating value of H2 [GWh/kt]

ζp

CAPEX of technology p ∈ P [Me/GWh/h]

ζ s,K

power capacity CAPEX of storage technology s ∈ S [Me/GWh/h]

ζ s,S

energy capacity CAPEX of storage technology s ∈ S [Me/GWh]

Variables
CeIE

net economic value resulting from trade of carrier/commodity e ∈ E ∪ {CO2 } [Me]

CeEN S

total cost of energy not served for carrier e ∈ E[Me]

Cfpuel

fuel costs of technology p ∈ PD [Me]

Cp

investment, FOM and VOM costs of technology p ∈ P, excluding fuel and carbon tax [Me]

p
CSS

revenue from support scheme for technology p ∈ P [Me]

s
Ee,t

energy in storage technology s ∈ S, in the form of carrier e ∈ E ∪ {CO2 }, at time t ∈ T [GWh]

p,CC
KCO
2

capacity of post-combustion carbon capture unit equipping technology p ∈ PCO2 [kt/h]

p
KE

N
electrical capacity of power generation technology p ∈ PE ∪ PE
[GWh/h]

EL
KH
2

capacity of electrolysis units [GWh/h]

Ks

power capacity of storage technology s ∈ S [GWh/h]
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S
LEN
e,t

energy not served for carrier e ∈ E at time t ∈ T [GWh/h]

R
LTE,t

electricity demand for EVs at time t ∈ T [GWh/h]

MT
PCH
4 ,t

instantaneous CH4 output of the methanation units at time t ∈ T [GWh/h]

p
PE,t

N
electricity production/consumption of technology p ∈ PE ∪ PE
∪ CE ∪ {SMR} ∪ SE at time t ∈ T [GWh/h]

p,N
PE,t

N
net electricity production/consumption of technology p ∈ PE
∪ {SMR} at time t ∈ T [GWh/h]

IE
Pe,t

net exchange flow of carrier e ∈ E at time t [GWh/h]

I
Pe,t

imports of carriere ∈ E at time t [GWh/h]

E
Pe,t

imports of carriere ∈ E at time t [GWh/h]

p
PH
2 ,t

hydrogen production/consumption of technology p ∈ PH2 ∪ CH2 ∪ SH2 at time t ∈ T [GWh/h]

PNp G,t

natural gas consumption of technology p ∈ CN G at time t ∈ T [GWh/h]

s,C
Pe,t

charge flow of carrier e ∈ E in storage technology s ∈ S, at time t ∈ T [GWh/h]

s,D
Pe,t

discharge flow of carrier e ∈ E in storage technology s ∈ S, at time t ∈ T [GWh/h]

QpCO2 ,t

CO2 mass flow emitted by technology p ∈ PCO2 at time t ∈ T [kt/h]

Qc,A
CO2 ,t

fraction of CO2 mass flow of technology p ∈ PCO2 released into atmosphere at time t ∈ T [kt/h]

Qc,CC
CO2 ,t

fraction of CO2 mass flow of technology p ∈ PCO2 captured via PCCC at time t ∈ T [kt/h]

QDAC
CO2 ,t

CO2 mass flow exiting DAC units at time t ∈ T [kt/h]

QDAC,A
CO2 ,t

CO2 mass flow captured from atmosphere via DAC at time t ∈ T [kt/h]

QICO2 ,t

CO2 mass flow imports at time t ∈ T [kt/h]

QE
CO2 ,t

CO2 mass flow exports at time t ∈ T [kt/h]

QIE
CO2 ,t

net CO2 mass flow exchange at time t ∈ T [kt/h]

T
QM
CO2 ,t

mass inflow of CO2 required in the methanation process at time t ∈ T [kt/h]

QsCO2 ,t

net CO2 mass flow from storage technology s ∈ SCO2 at time t ∈ T [kt/h]

QEL
H2 O,t

mass inflow of H2 O to feed the electrolysis process at time t ∈ T [kt/h]
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QEL
O2 ,t

mass outflow of O2 from the electrolysis process at time t ∈ T [kt/h]

Ss

energy capacity of storage technology s [GWh]
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